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Penrose Demosaicking
Chenyan Bai, Jia Li, Zhouchen Lin, Senior Member, IEEE, Jian Yu, and Yen-Wei Chen
Abstract— The Penrose pixel layout, an aperiodic pixel layout
in rhombus Penrose tiling, has been shown to substantially
outperform the existing square pixel layout in super-resolution.
However, it was tested only on grayscale images. To study its
performance on color images, we have to reconstruct regular
color images from Penrose raw images, i.e., images with only one
color component at each Penrose pixel, resulting in the problem
of demosaicking from Penrose pixels. Penrose demosaicking is
more difficult than regular demosaicking, because none of the
color components of the reconstructed regular color images
are available. Therefore, most of the traditional demosaicking
methods do not apply. We develop a sparse representation-based
method for Penrose demosaicking. Extensive experiments show
that Penrose pixel layout outperforms regular pixel layouts in
terms of both perceptual evaluation and S-CIELAB. The Penrose
pixel layout is unique among all irregular layouts because it is
uniformly three-colorable and it has only two pixel shapes, thick
and thin rhombi, making its manufacturing relatively easy.
Index Terms— Penrose, demosaicking, color filter array, sparse
representation, alternating direction method (ADM).

I. I NTRODUCTION
OST of the existing imaging sensors use the square
pixel layout (square layout for short), i.e., periodic
tiling of square pixels. Only a few literatures study the
non-square pixel layout, which is mostly periodic tiling of
hexagonal pixels [1]. For example, edge detection [2] and
anti-aliasing [3] on the hexagonal pixel layout (hexagonal
layout for short). Recently, a novel Penrose pixel layout
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(Penrose layout for short) [4], which uses pixels in rhombus
Penrose tiling, was proposed for super-resolution [5].
Penrose tiling is an aperiodic tiling [4]. It is a covering of
the plane by tiles with no overlaps or gaps. Rhombus Penrose
tiling uses only two kinds of rhombi, having equal
sides but different angles, which we call thick and thin
rhombi (Fig. 1(c)). The ratio√ of areas of thick to thin rhombi is
the golden number φ = 1+2 5 , which is also the ratio of their
numbers [4].
The Penrose layout has been proven to be more effective
in super-resolution than the square one, by both theory and
simulation [5]. The routing scheme of wires for reading out
Penrose pixel values has also been discussed in detail [5].
However, the Penrose layout was only tested on grayscale
images. It is unclear whether we can obtain better color
images from Penrose layout. Note that in most image capturing
devices, every pixel is covered by a color filter. So every
pixel has only one color component, e.g., red, green, or
blue (R, G, or B) value (Fig. 1(b) and 1(d)). Such images are
called raw images. The two missing color components at every
pixel have to be estimated by the demosaicking technology
(Fig. 1(f) and 1(g)). Demosaicking a Penrose raw image,
or Penrose demosaicking for short, is more challenging
than the regular demosaicking because none of the color
components of the pixels of the reconstructed full color image
is available (Fig. 1(c) and 1(e)) and the reconstructed color
images are expected to be in square layout. As a result, most of
the existing demosaicking methods, see [6]–[8], do not apply.
Another important issue is whether Penrose layout fits for
reconstructing high quality color images. This requires Penrose
layout to be uniformly three-colorable. Namely, each of the
pixels can be assigned with one of the three color components
and no adjacent pixels, i.e., pixels sharing a side, are assigned
the same color component. Moreover, the numbers of pixels
in the three color components are roughly the same. Uniform
three-colorability ensures that all the color components
can be densely sampled and the full color image can be
recovered.1 Fortunately, it is proven that Penrose layout is
three-colorable [9]. Although there is no rigorous proof of
uniform coloring yet, our empirical tests show that it is true.
In contrast, many existing square layouts are not uniformly
colored. For example, the Bayer color filter array (CFA) [10]
has twice green components as red and blue ones (Fig. 1(b)).
Finally, Penrose layout consists of only two pixel shapes [4],
making the manufacturing of sensors in Penrose layout
relatively easy (although not as easy as square and hexagonal
layouts). All the above characteristics make Penrose layout
unique among all irregular layouts.
1 Recall that representing all color requires at least three color components,
such as R, G, and B, or cyan, magenta, and yellow (C, M, and Y).
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Fig. 1. Comparison of Penrose CFA and Bayer CFA. More comparisons between Penrose CFA and other regular RGB CFAs are shown in Fig. 6-8.
(a) A full color image to simulate a real scene. (b) Bayer CFA. (c) Penrose CFA. (d) Bayer mosaicked image. (e) Penrose mosaicked image.
(f) Bayer demosaicked image. (g) Penrose demosaicked image. Images in this paper are best viewed on screen!.

Fig. 2. Animal retina, retina-inspired CFAs, and Voronoi tessellation. (a) Human retina layout [16]. (b) Retina layout of the African cichlid fish Astatotilapia
burtoni [13]. (c) Hexagonal CFA [3] designed according to human retina (a). (d) Burtoni CFA [12] designed according to the retina of Astatotilapia burtoni (b).
(e) A Voronoi tessellation [14].

Our Penrose layout is also inspired by visual physiology.
Some researchers have pointed out the advantages of the
special structure of animal retina [3], [11] and have designed
CFAs accordingly. For example, by mimicking the layout of
cone cells on human retina (Fig. 2(a)), which is close to
be hexagonal, Middleton and Sivaswamy proposed a near
hexagonal CFA (Fig. 2(c)) [1]; and Couillaud et al. proposed
the Burtoni CFA (Fig. 2(d)) [12] by mimicking the retina
of African cichlid fish Astatotilapia burtoni (Fig. 2(b)) [13].
These retina-inspired CFAs have been verified to improve
the image quality. However, they all simplify the irregular
retina to square pixels in regular layouts. So they do not
simulate the retina cell layout closely. In contrast, Penrose
layout can simulate the retina layouts better (especially the
retina of Astatotilapia burtoni). Although Voronoi tessellation
(Fig. 2(e)) can also approximate the retina layout well [14],
it is not always three-colorable2 and is difficult for hardware
manufacture due to completely different shapes of pixels.
The contributions of this paper are:
• We propose using the Penrose layout for capturing
color images. Due to the uniform three-colorability of
Penrose layout, the quality of color images can be
guaranteed. Moreover, since Penrose layout uses only
two shapes of pixels, its manufacturing is relatively easy
(although not as easy as square and hexagonal layouts).
It should be the first choice if an irregular layout is
considered for color imaging.

• We propose a sparse representation [15] based method for
Penrose demosaicking, which is more challenging than
regular demosaicking. With the proposed demosaicking
method, we show that Penrose layout performs better than
regular layouts in terms of visual quality and S-CIELAB.
This benefits from the non-square pixels and the aperiodic
structure of Penrose layout which helps producing high
quality full color images.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we review the existing regular CFAs and
demosaicking methods. Then we introduce our Penrose
demosaicking method in Section III. In Section IV, we conduct
experiments to show the effectiveness of Penrose layout.
Finally, we conclude the paper and present some future work
in Section V.

2 One may easily check that the Voronoi tessellation shown in Fig. 2(e) is

under different
of them use

not three-colorable.

II. R ELATED W ORK
To produce a color image, a digital camera needs sensors to
record at least three color components, such as R, G, and B.
To reduce the cost, most of the digital cameras cover the
sensors with CFAs so that each pixel only records one
color component. The two missing color components at
each pixel have to be estimated by demosaicking methods.
Although we mainly focus on CFA design, we cannot
show the full color images produced by Penrose CFA
without demosaicking. So in this section we review both the
existing CFAs and demosaicking methods.
A. Regular CFAs
Many CFAs have been proposed
considerations [8], [17], [18]. All
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Fig. 3.
The particles in silver halide films and representative regular CFAs. (a) The particles in silver halide films [22]. (b) Lukac CFA [17].
(c) Random CFA [21]. (d) X-Trans CFA [22] designed according to (a). (e) Hamilton CFA [25]. (f) Hirakawa CFA [26]. (g) Hao CFA [18].
(h) Chakrabarti CFA [27].

square pixels. They differ in color components used
(e.g., R, G, and B, or C, M, and Y) and component
assignments (e.g., periodic or non-periodic). As images are
usually displayed and stored in RGB color format, we roughly
divide the existing CFAs into RGB CFAs and non-RGB CFAs.
1) RGB CFAs: The first and most commonly used
RGB CFA was invented by Bayer, hence called the
Bayer CFA [10] (Fig. 1(b)). It was designed based on the
human visual system. As human eyes are more sensitive to
green light, the sampling rate of the green component is twice
as those of red and blue ones, which results in an unbalanced
assignment of R, G, and B components. From a single
blue noise mask pattern, three pseudo-random CFAs were
proposed in [19] to eliminate the aliased spectrum. Fillfactory
company also argued that the random assignments of color
components are usually more robust to Moiré effect [17].
Parmar and Reeves [20] formulated an error criterion that
reflects the error between the original image and the
reconstructed image when viewed through the human visual
system. Lukac and Plataniotis [17] provided a summary of
the requirements on CFA design and the performance analysis
on various RGB CFAs. They also presented the Lukac CFA
(Fig. 3(b)) in [17], which is not three-colored, i.e., there exists
two adjacent pixels that share a common side are assigned
the same color component. Based on the blue noise characteristics of chrominance channels, Condat [21] proposed an
RGB CFA with a random, uniformly three-colorable square
layout (Fig. 3(c)), which yields less demosaicking visual
artifacts than the Bayer CFA does. Recently, by mimicking
the irregular and random arranged particles in silver
halide film (Fig. 3(a)), Fujifilm company developed the
Fujifilm X-Trans (X-Trans for short) CMOS sensor [22],
which has been used in many Fujifilm X-series cameras.
The X-Trans CFA (Fig. 3(d)) is claimed to produce less
Moiré artifacts than the Bayer CFA does.
2) Non-RGB CFAs: Many non-RGB CFAs are variations of
RGB CFAs. A direct substitute for R, G, and B are the subtractive colors, i.e., C, M, and Y. For example, Kodak’s DCS620x
used the Bayer CFA with CMY colors because CMY are more
sensitive to light than RGB [8]. Some CFAs used CMYG
colors to provide a compromise between light sensitivity
and color quality [23]. Sony company introduced a
light blue color, emerald (E), into the standard Bayer CFA
to record natural images that are closer to the natural sight
perception of human eyes [24]. Hamilton and Compton [25]
introduced one panchromatic pixel to surround every
RGB colored pixel (Fig. 3(e)).
Hirakawa and Wolfe [26] designed CFAs directly in the
Fourier domain. The CFA design was posed as a problem

of parameter selection in order to separate the chrominance
far away from the luminance. Then each pixel in raw images
by their CFAs is a linear combination of RGB components.
The CFA with the best performance in their experiments is
shown in Fig. 3(f). Hao et al. further formulated the design
in [26] as an optimization problem to find new CFAs [18],
which minimized the demosaicking error. The new CFAs were
periodic tilings of 4 × 4 patterns and used colors other than
RGB and CMY (Fig. 3(g)).
More recently, Chakrabarti et al. [27] proposed a
panchromatic predominant CFA, which samples colors with
the Bayer pattern very sparsely (Fig. 3(h)). They also presented
a two-step approach to reconstruct full color images. The new
CFA was shown to significantly reduce noise and aliasing
artifacts in low-light conditions.
B. Demosaicking Methods
A huge number of image demosaicking methods have
been proposed for regular CFAs [6]–[8]. Roughly speaking,
demosaicking algorithms can be categorized into five
categories:
heuristic,
directional-interpolation-based,
frequency-domain-based, wavelet-based, and reconstructionbased. Almost all of them work with the Bayer CFA.
1) Heuristic Methods: Most of the heuristic methods
first interpolate the G channel, then interpolate the
R and B channels based on some reasonable assumptions on
the inter-channel correlations. One commonly used assumption
is that the hue (color ratios) within an area of an image is
constant [28], [29]. The color differences can also be used
to estimate the R and B channels [30]. The interpolation
can also be adaptive, e.g., along edges, rather than across
edges [31]–[33]. Another class of methods estimated the
missing pixel values by a weighted sum of their neighboring
pixels [34].
2) Directional
Interpolation
Methods:
Directional
interpolation methods first interpolate along the horizontal
and vertical directions, respectively, generating two full color
images. Then the two estimated values for each pixel are
fused as the final recovery result. Hirakawa and Parks [35]
used the local homogeneity in the CIELAB color space [36]
to produce the recovery image. Kimmel [29] proposed a
weighted average method to decide the edge direction,
which was further improved in [37]. Paliy et al. [38] used
the local polynomial approximation and the intersection of
confidence intervals to fuse the directional interpolation.
Menon et al. [39] presented a demosaicking method
based on directional filtering and a posteriori decision.
Li and Randhawa [40] first interpolated on four opposite
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directions and then used a weighted median filter to
produce an output image. Zhang et al. [41] first estimated
local directions by gradients and then exploited non-local
redundancy to improve the local color reproduction result.
Kiku et al. [42] proposed the residual interpolation and
incorporated it into the gradient based threshold free
algorithm [43].
3) Frequency Domain Methods: The frequency domain
methods use a frequency representation of the raw image,
i.e., CFA mosaicked image. Alleysson et al. [44] represented
a raw image as a summation of a luminance signal and two
chrominance signals. Dubois [45] proposed an adaptive
algorithm that handled the spectral overlap between
chrominance and high-frequency luminance components.
Lian et al. [46] observed two different states in the spectrum
of a raw image. Based on the spectral-spatial correlation,
Chung et al. [47] obtained an adaptive heterogeneityprojection with proper mask size for each pixel. In [48],
Leung et al. designed a bandpass filter by the least square
approach.
4) Wavelet-Based Methods: Some literatures apply the
wavelet theory for demosaicking. Gunturk et al. [49] proposed
an algorithm which forced similar high-frequency characteristics for the R, G, and B channels. Lu et al. [50] gave
an analysis on this approach and presented a single-step
algorithm. A similar method was proposed by Li in [51].
Menon and Calvagno [52] exploited a wavelet-based analysis
of the luminance component to drive an adaptive interpolation
algorithm.
5) Reconstruction-Based Methods: Reconstruction-based
methods formulate the demosaicking process as an optimization problem that incorporates the inter-channel correlation and
image priors. The maximum a posteriori probability (MAP)
model [53] and the Markov random field model [54] are
popular for defining the objective function. Regularization
is also widely used. Keren and Osadchy [55] proposed a
regularizer including a spatial smoothness and a color correlation term. Saito and Komatsu [56] used the total variation
to impose smoothness on intra-channel and color differences.
Menon and Calvagno [57] proposed a regularization approach
to exploit global and local natural color image prior.
Buades et al. [58] took into account the non-local image
geometry in the method. Mairal et al. [15] introduced the
sparsity prior in image demosaicking. This approach was
extended in [59] with an on-line dictionary learning strategy.
Moghadam et al. [60] presented a compressed sensing based
demosaicking method. Recently, Condat [61] showed a joint
demosaicking-deblurring application using total variation minimization.
III. P ENROSE D EMOSAICKING
In this section, we present our method to demosaick the
Penrose CFA. We first define the mapping between Penrose
and square layouts. Then we describe our Penrose
demosaicking model and algorithm. We use upper and lower
case bold letters to denote matrices and vectors, respectively.
Both images and patches are represented in a column vector
in the order of R, G, and B.
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Fig. 4.
Penrose demosaicking process. (a) A Penrose raw image.
The horizontal and vertical thin lines indicate the square layout and the
white rectangle indicates the patch of image to be demosaicked.
(b) The mosaicked R, G, and B channels of the patch, respectively.
(c) The demosaicked R, G, and B channels of the patch.

A. Mapping Between Penrose and Square Layouts
As in [62], we assume that the pixels have uniform
photosensitivity. This implies that the contribution of a
Penrose pixel to a square pixel is proportional to its area inside
the square pixel and vice versa. So the mapping between the
Penrose and the square layouts is as follows:
p = Ms + e,

(1)

where p and s are the column vectors of the irradiances of all
Penrose and square pixels involved, respectively, and e is the
noise, which always exists, e.g., due to graylevel quantization.
Since color images have three channels, there are three
coefficient matrices M R , MG , and M B , corresponding to the
R, G, and B channels, respectively. So Equation (1) can be
written in more detail:
⎛
⎞ ⎛
⎞⎛ ⎞
pR
0
0
MR
sR
⎝ pG ⎠ = ⎝ 0
MG
0 ⎠ ⎝ sG ⎠ + e.
(2)
0
0
MB
pB
sB
So M is a block diagonal matrix, with the coefficient
matrices M R , MG , and M B of the three channels being its
diagonal blocks.
Take MG for example, the entries of MG are the ratios of
the areas of the intersections between the two types of pixels
to the area of square pixel. Namely,
MG (i, j ) =

A(PG (i ) ∩ SG ( j ))
,
A(PG (i ))

(3)

where PG (i ) and SG ( j ) are the i -th Penrose pixel and the
j -th square pixel with the green component, respectively, and
A(X ) represents the area of X . We take Fig. 4 as an example.
There are two green Penrose pixels, numbered with 8 and 22,
that are completely inside the window outlined by a white
rectangle. The corresponding MG is as in Fig. 5. For
instance, if one indexes the to-be-demosaicked rectangular
patch column-wise, then the eighth Penrose pixel covers 0.30,
0.05, 0.51, and 0.14 of the second, third, sixth, and seventh
square pixels, respectively.
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Fig. 5.

An illustration of the coefficient matrix that maps a square layout with the green component into a Penrose one.

B. Penrose Demosaicking Model
We can see from Fig. 1 and 4 that for a Penrose raw
image none of the pixel values is equal to those of the
demosaicked image. In contrast, for a square layout raw image,
the pixel values of the raw image will be maintained after
demosaicking. So Penrose demosaicking is inherently more
challenging than regular demosaicking. Although there are
universal demosaicking methods [57], [63], [64] appropriate
for the Bayer CFA and various non-Bayer CFAs, they are
limited to square layouts and cannot be directly used for
Penrose demosaicking.
Natural image statistics suggests that image patches can be
approximated by a sparse linear combination of elements from
a well-chosen over-complete dictionary [65]. Motivated by this
assumption, Mairal et al. [15] proposed a sparse representation
based demosaicking model for regular pixel layout which
viewed the Bayer raw image as a noisy image with some pixel
values unknown. So the demosaicking problem was modeled
as a denoising process. The demosaicking model for the square
layout is as follows:
μ
1
α )22 + λα
α 0 + M(s) − r22 ,
min M(s − Dα
α 2
s,α
2

(4)

where D is a dictionary learned from clean full color patches,
α is the sparse code, α
α 0 denotes the number of nonzero
elements of vector α which is a non-convex function w.r.t. α ,
 · 2 is the l2 norm, r is a patch of Bayer raw image, and
M is the mosaicking operator, i.e., the linear mapping that
only keeps the values of the three color components at their
sampled pixels. The demosaicked patch is the optimal s of
problem (4).
Inspired by sparse representation [65] and Mairal et al. [15],
we propose the following Penrose demosaicking model:
μ
1
α 22 + λα
α 1 + Ms − p22 ,
min s − Dα
α 2
s,α
2

(5)

where p and s are vectors collecting Penrose and square pixel
values, respectively,  · 1 is the l1 norm which is the convex
relaxation of l0 pseudo norm [66], and M is the coefficient
matrix that maps square pixels into Penrose ones. The fidelity
term 21 Ms − p22 results from Equation (1). The terms
α 1 are the image prior to encourage the patch
α 22 + λα
s − Dα
in square pixels to be represented by a few number of atoms
in the dictionary D. The parameter λ balances sparsity of α
and fidelity of the approximation to s, while μ balances image
prior and fidelity of the mosaicking process.
However, Penrose pixels cannot fill in a rectangular region
exactly. So there must exist incomplete Penrose pixels
in the to-be-demosaicked rectangular patch, e.g., the
fifth Penrose pixel in Fig. 4 successively covers 0.24, 0.74,
and 0.02 of three square pixels, which are vertically adjacent
and only the last two are inside the white rectangle. To account

for this effect, we modify (5) slightly as follows:
μ
1
α 22 + λα
α 1 + Ms − Wp22 ,
min s − Dα
(6)
α 2
s,α
2
where W = diag(w) and w records the ratios of the areas of
Penrose pixels inside the patch to the areas of Penrose pixels.
For example, in Fig. 4, let the fifth and eighth green
Penrose pixels correspond to the i -th and j -th entries of p,
respectively. There is 0.76 of the area of the fifth Penrose pixel
inside the patch. So the nonzero entries of the i -th row
of M are 0.74 and 0.02, and w(i ) = 0.76. The eighth
Penrose pixel is completely inside the patch. So the nonzero
entries of the j -th row of M are as those of the first row of MG
in Fig. 5, and w( j ) = 1. Introducing W is consistent with the
uniform photosensitivity assumption of sensors [62].
α T , sT )T in problem (6), our Penrose
Let x = (α
demosaicking model is finally formulated as:
μ
1
min  (−D I) x22 + λ (I 0) x1 +  (0 M) x − Wp22 ,
x 2
2
(7)
where I and 0 are the identity and zero matrices, respectively.
It is a convex problem w.r.t. x.
C. Alternating Direction Method (ADM)
The optimization problem (7) can be solved by the
alternating direction method (ADM). The convergence of
ADM for solving convex problems with two blocks is well
established [67]. ADM updates the blocks alternately by
minimizing the augmented Lagrangian function. For the
following model problem:
min f (x) + g(y), s.t. A(x) + B(y) = c,
x,y

(8)

where x, y, and c can be either vectors or matrices, f and g
are convex functions, and A and B are linear mappings, ADM
operates on the following augmented Lagrangian function:
L(x, y, z) = f (x) + g(y) + z, A(x) + B(y) − c
γ
+ A(x) + B(y) − c22 ,
(9)
2
where z is the Lagrange multiplier, ·, · is the inner product,
and γ > 0 is the penalty parameter. ADM updates x and y
alternately by minimizing L w.r.t. x and y, respectively. The
iterations go as follows:
xk+1 = arg min L(x, yk , zk ),

(10)

yk+1 = arg min L(xk+1 , y, zk ),

(11)

zk+1 = zk + γ (A(xk+1 ) + B(yk+1 ) − c).

(12)

x
y

ADM is advantageous when subproblems (10)-(11) are easily
solvable, e.g., having closed form solutions. For more details
about ADM, we refer the readers to [67].
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D. Solving the Penrose Demosaicking Model by ADM

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Solving Problem (13)

When applying ADM to (7), we first introduce an auxiliary
variable y and reformulate it as:
μ
1
 (−D I) x22 + λy1 +  (0 M) x − Wp22 ,
2
2
s.t. y = (I 0) x.
(13)

min
x,y

The augmented Lagrangian function of problem (13) is:
μ
1
 (−D I) x22 + λy1 +  (0 M) x − Wp22
2
2
γ
+ z, y − (I 0) x + y − (I 0) x22 .
(14)
2
Then by ADM problem (13) can be solved via the following
iterations:
L(x, y, z) =

xk+1 = arg min L(x, yk , zk )
x

= arg min
x

yk+1

α k+1 − zk /γ ),
yk+1 = Sλ/γ (α
zk+1 = zk + γ (yk+1 − α k+1 ).

μ
1
 (−D I) x22 +  (0 M) x − Wp22
2
2

γ
+ yk − (I 0) x + zk /γ 22
2

−1 γ yk + zk
,
=H
μMT Wp
= arg min L(xk+1 , y, zk )

(20)
(21)

The stopping criteria are:

(15)

y

γ
y − (I 0) xk+1 + zk /γ 22 (16)
2
y
= Sλ/γ ((I 0) xk+1 − zk /γ ),
(17)
zk+1 = zk + γ (yk+1 − (I 0) xk+1 ),

 T
−DT
D D + γI
and Sε (x) =
where H =
−D
I + μMT M
sgn(x) max(|x| − ε, 0) is the soft thresholding operator [68].
To demosaick a large image, we may demosaick it patch
by patch, where nearby patches overlap by several pixels.
Then we average the values of overlapping pixels to get the
demosaicked image. In this way, not only the inverse of huge
matrix H is avoided, part of the components in H−1 can be
reused when demosaicking different patches. Actually, by the
result in [69],

 T
(D D + γ I)−1 + CS−1 CT CS−1
−1
H =
,
S−1 CT
S−1
= arg min λy1 +

where S = I + μMT M − DC is the Schur complement of
DT D + γ I in H and C = (DT D + γ I)−1 DT . So we only
have to recompute S−1 for different patches, where M varies.
We can further dismiss the storage of H−1 and speed up the
computation by decomposing x into two components:



γ y k + zk
sk+1 = (0 I) xk+1 = S−1 CT S−1
μMT Wp

= S−1 CT (γ yk + zk ) + μMT Wp , (18)
and
α k+1 = (I 0) xk+1



γ y k + zk
T
−1
−1 T
−1
= (D D + γ I) + CS C CS
μMT Wp
= (DT D + γ I)−1 (γ yk + zk ) + Csk+1 .

Then we update y and z as

(19)

(22)
yk+1 − α k+1 ∞ < ε, and
α k+1 −α
α k ∞ , sk+1 −sk ∞ } < ε, (23)
max{yk+1 −yk ∞ , α
which account for the primal residual and the dual residual,
respectively [67].
We summarize the whole solution process in Algorithm 1.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we first test Penrose layout on benchmark images and compare it with regular RGB CFAs with
the proposed demosaicking method, both quantitatively and
visually. The four chosen regular RGB CFAs include: the
most commonly used Bayer CFA [10], which is not uniformly colored (Fig. 1 (b)), the Lukac CFA [17], which is
not three-colored (Fig. 3(b)), the X-Trans CFA [22], which
simulates the irregularity and random arrangement of pixels in
square layout (Fig. 3(d)), and the Random CFA [21], which
is random (and hence also non-periodic) and is uniformly
three-colored in square layout (Fig. 3(c)). A difference
between Penrose CFA and Random CFA is that the latter
uses square pixels. We do not compare with non-RGB CFAs
because the Penrose CFA uses R, G, and B colors.
When we demosaick from the raw images by regular
RGB CFAs, the Penrose demosaicking model (see (6)) can
be simplified, which we call square soft demosaicking.
Its demosaicking model is:
μ
1
α 22 + λα
α 1 + M(s) − r22 ,
min s − Dα
(24)
α 2
s,α
2
where the notations are the same as those described in
subsection III-B.
For reference, we also present the results of the
state-of-the-art demosaicking methods on the Bayer CFA.
A. Experiment Settings
1) Simulation of Penrose Raw Images: Since the
Penrose CFA has not been manufactured, we need to
generate a three-colored rhombus Penrose tiling to simulate it.
In the literature, several methods have been developed for
generating Penrose tilings [4], [70]–[73]. Also, we can color
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a rhombus Penrose tiling with the coloring algorithm proposed
by Sibley and Wagon [9]. Since the pixel shapes of Penrose
and square layouts are different, as in [5] the two layouts
are considered to have the same resolution if they have the
same number of pixels within a given area. So we scale
the size of Penrose layout so that the two layouts have the
same number of pixels in the imaging area. Then for each
patch, we compute the coefficient matrix M of the mapping
between the two layouts. We regard every rhombus pixel and
square pixel as polygonal regions, whose vertex coordinates
are recorded during the generation of the two layouts. For
example, when we compute the coefficient matrix of the
green channel MG by (3), the areas of rhombus pixels and
square pixels in MG (see (3)) are estimated as that of the
two polygonal regions, and so is the area of the intersection
between them.
We scale Penrose layout to match the size of square layout
as follows. Let the area of square pixel be 1 and the size of
square layout be u × v pixels, then we have the following four
equations with four unknowns:
⎧
a1 /a2 = φ,
⎪
⎪
⎨
n 1 /n 2 = φ,
(25)
n 1 + n 2 = uv,
⎪
⎪
⎩
n 1 a1 + n 2 a2 = uv,
where a1 and a2 are the areas of thick and thin rhombus
pixels, respectively,
n 1 and n 2 are their numbers, respectively,
√
and φ = 1+2 5 is the golden number. (25) has a unique
solution. If the areas of thick and thin rhombus pixels in
the initial Penrose tiling are â1 and â2 , respectively, then the
scaling
factor can be computed as a1 /â1 (or equivalently

a2 /â2 ). We next scale the initial Penrose tiling with the
scaling factor and crop a u × v rectangular region from the
scaled Penrose tiling as Penrose layout.
We simulate the imaging process as follows (Fig. 1). We first
choose a full color image, which is also the ground truth, to
simulate the scene. Then we obtain the raw image patches
in both Penrose layout and square layout according to the
mosaicking process shown in Equation (2). For instance, the
green pixel values of the Penrose raw patch are computed
by pG = MG sG , where the notations are the same as those
described in subsection III-A. However, the pixel values in pG
are real numbers. So we also quantize pG using MATLAB’s
default uint8 function to generate the final 8-bit grayscale
Penrose raw patch. As there is always graylevel quantization,
we can only use an inexact data-fitting term in the Penrose
demosaicking model (see (6)). The imaging simulation for
square layouts with RGB CFAs can be simplified as a
sub-sampling process, i.e., keeping only one color for each
pixel as specified by each RGB CFA.
2) Dataset and Evaluation Metrics: We test on the most
commonly used Kodak PhotoCD dataset [74], which contains
24 images that are film captured. They are digitized and then
padded to a resolution of 512 × 768 pixels and encoded in
RGB with 8 bits per channel.
We directly use the dictionary D learned for SC [15],
which is publicly available.3 It is also the initial dictionary
3 http://lear.inrialpes.fr/people/mairal/software.php.
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for LSSC [59]. The pre-learned dictionary has 256 atoms,
each of dimension 8 × 8 × 3 for 8 × 8 RGB patches.
We demosaick patch by patch, where the patch size is
8 × 8 pixels and the overlap between nearby patches is
seven pixels. Note that the dictionary D for SC [15] is learned
using the online procedure of [75], which is detailed in [59].
In contrast, the original dictionary for SC [15] is learned by
K-SVD [76], which is a batch learning method and unusable
with large-scale training data [59].
We select the first five images from the Kodak dataset
for parameter tuning. It results in λ = 1 and μ = 8 for
Bayer CFA [10], λ = 0.5 and μ = 8 for Lukac CFA [17],
λ = 0.8 and μ = 8 for X-Trans CFA [22], λ = 0.5 and
μ = 8 for Random CFA [21], and λ = 0.35 and μ = 3 for
Penrose CFA. They are the parameters that give the best average CPSNR values on the selected images. Following SC [15]
and LSSC [59], these parameters are fixed when testing on
all 24 images in the Kodak dataset. As the Penrose CFA has
incomplete pixels at the boundary, we also exclude an 8-pixel
border (one patch width) to eliminate the boundary effects.
We implement Penrose demosaicking and square soft demosaicking in MATLAB. With our unoptimized codes, Penrose
demosaicking takes about 49.7 minutes to demosaick an image
of size 512 × 768 pixels on a 4.00 GHz Quad Core machine.
We adopt two objective image quality measures, CPSNR
 [36], to evaluate the performance of all
and S-CIELAB E ab
CFAs in comparison. CPSNR is based on computing the pixelwise color difference between the demosaicked image and the
ground truth image. It is not very related to visual perception.
 metric uses a perceptual
In contrast, the S-CIELAB E ab
model to measure the spatial color reproduction accuracy of
 value
a recovered image as seen by a human. A larger E ab
may indicate larger error and poorer visual quality.
However, neither CPSNR nor S-CIELAB complies with
human vision perfectly. Namely, images with better CPSNR
or S-CIELAB values are not necessarily of higher visual
quality [77], [78]. There are often subtle artifacts in the demosaicked images, such as false color and zipper effect [34], [35],
which can degrade the visual quality significantly but may
only affect the values of CPSNR and S-CIELAB very
slightly. So we also compare the demosaicking results by
visual evaluation, which we deem more important than
quantitative evaluation.
B. Comparison With Regular RGB CFAs
We first quantitatively compare the Penrose CFA with
regular RGB CFAs. The upper left part of Table I gives the
individual and average CPSNR values of each CFA on the
benchmark test images, while the lower left part of Table I
gives the S-CIELAB values. The best values in the left part
of Table I are in boldface.
In terms of CPSNR, we can see that Random CFA [21]
outperforms the other CFAs on both individual image
and the whole dataset. Lukac CFA [17] has competitive
CPSNR values. With the proposed demosaicking method, the
Penrose CFA is inferior in terms of CPSNR on the test images.
One key reason is that in the Penrose CFA none of the color
components of the reconstructed regular color images is equal
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TABLE I
E VALUATION ON THE K ODAK P HOTO CD D ATASET. T HE L EFT PART S HOWS THE C OMPARISON B ETWEEN THE P ENROSE CFA
AND

F OUR R EGULAR RGB CFA S . T HE R IGHT PART S HOWS THE R ESULTS OF THE S TATE - OF - THE -A RT D EMOSAICKING

M ETHODS ON THE BAYER CFA, P RESENTED J UST FOR R EFERENCE . “E VAL .”, “D IR . I NTERP.”, “H EU .”, AND “F REQ .”
S TAND FOR “E VALUATION ”, “D IRECTIONAL I NTERPOLATION ”, “H EURISTIC ”, AND “F REQUENCY ”, R ESPECTIVELY.
 VALUES A RE R EPORTED
T HE I NDIVIDUAL AND AVERAGE CPSNR AND S-CIELAB E ab

to those of the ground truth. In contrast, for regular RGB CFAs
one third of the pixel color values are identical to the ground
truth. So regular CFAs are inherently advantageous in CPSNR.
On the other hand, although the 1.73dB gap between Random
CFA and Penrose CFA seems a bit large, the difference in
average per-pixel error is only 0.55 graylevel, which could be
compensated if smart quantization is adopted.4
It is well known that CPSNR is not a good measure for
visual quality [77]. So people often use S-CIELAB values,
4 In our experiments, we simply used Matlab’s default uint8 function to

quantize Penrose demosaicked images.

which is closer to human perception than CPSNR, for evaluation as well. In terms of S-CIELAB, we can see that the
Penrose CFA outperforms regular RGB CFAs significantly on
both individual image and the whole dataset.
As the visual quality is typically the most important evaluation for image demosaicking, we present part of the visual
comparison5 in Fig. 6-8. We can see that the visual quality
of Penrose CFA is better than that of regular RGB CFAs,
5 All the 24 demosaicked images of each method on the Kodak dataset can be
found at: http://www.cis.pku.edu.cn/faculty/vision/zlin/PenroseDemosaicking.
htm.
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Fig. 6. Blowups of some demosaicked images in the Kodak dataset. From top to bottom, the images are from #1, #6, and #8 Images of the Kodak dataset,
respectively. In each group, (a) is the scaled original image, in which the red rectangle indicates the selected patch to blow up; (b)-(e) and (f) are the images
demosaicked from raw images by regular RGB CFAs and Penrose CFA, respectively; (g) is the ground truth; (h)-(q) are the images demosaicked by the
state-of-the-art demosaicking methods on the Bayer CFA [10]. From all the three groups of images, we can clearly see that the images demosaicked from raw
images by Bayer CFA [10], Lukac CFA [17], and X-Trans CFA [22] have severe false color artifacts at the window (false blue and yellow color artifacts),
around the mast (false blue and yellow color artifacts), and on the roof of skylight (color stripe in the snow-covered area), while those by Random CFA [21]
and Penrose CFA have better subjective quality.

especially in removing false color at highly textured regions
or along edges. Although the examples in Fig. 6 seem to
show that Random CFA is comparable to Penrose CFA,

Fig. 7 and 8 show that Random CFA can still result in false
color along highly contrasted edges (Please read the captions
for the descriptions on visual difference.).
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Fig. 7. More blowups of demosaicked images in the Kodak dataset. From top to bottom, the images are from #1, #6, and #24 Images of the Kodak dataset,
respectively. In each group, (a) is the scaled original image, in which the red rectangle indicates the selected patch to blow up; (b)-(e) and (f) are the images
demosaicked from raw images by regular RGB CFAs and Penrose CFA, respectively; (g) is the ground truth; (h)-(q) are the images demosaicked by the
state-of-the-art demosaicking methods on the Bayer CFA [10]. We can observe that the Penrose demosaicked images are almost perfect, while all other images
have false color.

The above comparisons validate the advantage of Penrose
CFA and also testify that the irregularity of Penrose CFA is
important for producing demosaicked images with high visual
quality.

C. Comparison With Demosaicking on the Bayer CFA
Both the CFA and the demosaicking method affect the visual
quality of the reconstructed full color images. Accordingly, to
further demonstrate the benefit of Penrose CFA in improving
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Fig. 8. One more blowup of demosaicked image in the Kodak dataset. (a) is the scaled original image from #13 Image in the Kodak dataset, in which the
red rectangle indicates the selected patch to blow up; (b)-(e) and (f) are the images demosaicked from raw images by regular RGB CFAs and Penrose CFA,
respectively; (g) is the ground truth; (h)-(q) are the images demosaicked by the state-of-the-art demosaicking methods on the Bayer CFA [10]. We can observe
that the Penrose demosaicked image is almost perfect, while all other images have false color.

visual quality, we also present the results of the
state-of-the-art demosaicking methods for the Bayer CFA on
the Kodak dataset. Among these algorithms, LPA [38] and
RI [42] are directional interpolation methods, Lu and Tan [34]
is a heuristic method, LSLCD [48] is a frequency domain
method, WL [52] and AP1 [50] are wavelet-based
methods, SC [15], LSSC [59], RAD [57], and CD [60]
are reconstruction-based methods. For these methods, we
directly use the results of each method provided online if
they exist. Otherwise, we use the codes that are publicly
available [79], with default parameters set by their respective
authors.
From the right part of Table I, we can also see that Penrose
demosaicking does not excel in CPSNR but outperforms in
S-CIELAB, being only slightly inferior to LSSC [59]. Besides
the adverse reason discussed earlier, we have to highlight
that LSSC [59] includes an online dictionary learning strategy
during the demosaicking process, while Penrose demosaicking
uses a fixed dictionary. From the visual comparison shown
in Fig. 6-8, we can see that Penrose demosaicking has better
visual quality than other demosaicking methods.

the color components as Hao et al. [18] did. Although with
our first demosaicking method the Penrose CFA did not excel
in CPSNR, this aspect could be continuously improved, like
the effort on the Bayer CFA over the past three decades.
Possible strategies include adopting an adaptive dictionary
as LSSC [59] did, designing a smart graylevel quantization
strategy, and incorporating characteristics of the Penrose
CFA. We will also consider designing efficient demosaicking
methods for the Penrose CFA. Finally, we thank the reviewers
for mentioning the real hexagonal CFA with hexagonal pixels
(the one shown in Fig. 2(c) is not a real hexagonal CFA despite
its name). To our best knowledge, it is still non-existent.
We will compare the Penrose CFA and the real hexagonal
CFA thoroughly.
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